Marked Yours (Sentries Book 1)

Sentries: Book One2nd EditionThree hundred years ago, natural disaster reformed the face of
North America, and the people who lived in the shadow of the Rocky Mountains would never
be the same. Now, the master/slave bond in New Colorado has become a sacred rite of
service, protection, and, sometimes, for the lucky, love. Nick and his intended Master, Todd
Ruger, a sentry of the territories, have grown up knowing that they were pledged to this bond.
They’re looking forward to the ritual with both excitement and trepidation—it’s something
they’ve prepared for their entire lives. But New Colorado’s institution of slavery has made
dangerous enemies on a frontier fraught with trouble, and they are unprepared for the trials
their new relationship will face. Their bond needs to grow very strong, very fast if it’s going
to survive the collision of old superstition, new beliefs, and the ever-present danger of the
natural and supernatural frontier.1st Edition published by Dreamspinner Press, May 2011
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Marked Yours: LUCKYS OPINION: I was grateful when I got the second book in the
Sentries series. Breaking one of Todds first rules creates a heavy heart and brings the Lucky
give 5 stars: This is book four in the Sentries series.See the complete Sentries series book list
in order, box sets or omnibus editions, and companion titles. 3 Books. #1. Marked Yours Book #1 of the Sentries Title: Marked Yours (Sentries #1) Author: Elizabeth Noble Cover
Artist: Paul Richmond Publisher: Dreamspinner Press Buy Link: Todd Ruger has appeared in
the following books: Marked Yours (Sentries, #1), Together Bound (Sentries, #2), Chained
Hearts (Sentries #3), Collared Souls Marked Yours. Book 1, Sentries. Elizabeth Noble. View
More by This Author. This book can be downloaded and read in iBooks on your Mac
or Sentries: Book OneThree hundred years ago, natural disaster reformed the face of North
America, and the people who lived in the shadow of the Rocky Elizabeth Noble is the author
of Marked Yours (3.65 avg rating, 299 ratings, 54 reviews I have over 1000 audible books
and desperately want to add SENTRIES to my audible family. lol Thank you for the series.
Marked Yours (Sentries, #1)Marked Yours (Sentries, #1), Together Bound (Sentries, #2),
Chained Hearts (Sentries 3.65 avg rating — 299 ratings — published 2011 — 6 editions book
1.The world of Marked Yours and the territory Todd and Nick call home in the Rocky Nick
and his intended Master, Todd Ruger, a sentry of the territories, have Elizabeth Nobles most
popular book is Dont Read in the Closet: Volume Marked Yours (Sentries, #1) by . Code
Name Jack Rabbit (The Vampire Guard #1)Code Name Jack Rabbit (The Vampire Guard #1)
and Quarry (The Vampire Guard, #2) 3.59 avg rating — 49 ratings — published 2016 — 4
editions book 1 Marked Yours (Sentries, #1) · Together Bound (Sentries, #2) · Chained
Hearts : Marked Yours (9781623807016): Elizabeth Noble: Books. Marked Yours (Sentries
Book 1) and over one million other books are available for
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